
2:30

2pPP5. Relating psychophysical and otoacoustic emission suppression
tuning curves. Jeffrey J. DiGiovanni and Erika M. Zettner !School of
Hearing Speech and Lang. Sci., Ohio Univ., Athens, OH 45701,
digiovan@ohio.edu"

Psychophysical tuning curves !PTCs" are a well established method
for estimating frequency selectivity in humans. PTCs are closely related to
the shape of neural tuning curves. Furthermore, these two measurements
are believed to represent frequency resolution processes primarily occur-
ring in the cochlea. More recently, otoacoustic emission suppression tun-
ing curves !STCs" have been measured and found to be characteristically
similar in shape and tip frequency to PTCs !Abdala et al., 1996". STCs
may represent an objective, noninvasive, measure of initial stages of co-
chlear tuning. The goal of this study was to compare and quantify the
difference between transient evoked STCs !TE-STC" and PTCs. TE-STCs
and PTCs were obtained in each normal-hearing subject with 4000-Hz
probe tones. Preliminary data show that Q10 values and tip levels follow
the same trend for both tuning curves. However, actual values of these
parameters differ. Implications of methodological differences between
these two paradigms will be discussed.

2:45

2pPP6. On the possible role of MOC efferents in speech reception in
noise. Oded Ghitza !Sensimetrics Corp., 48 Grove St., Somerville, MA
02144, oded@sens.com"

The hypothesis explored in this study is that the MOC efferent system
plays an important role in speech reception in the presence of sustained
background noise. This talk describes efforts to assess this hypothesis
using a test of initial consonant reception !the Diagnostic Rhyme Test"
performed by subjects with normal hearing. Activation of selected parts of
the efferent system was attempted by presenting speech and noise in vari-
ous configurations !gated/continuous, monaural/binaural". Initial results of
these experiments show a gated/continuous difference analogous to the
‘‘masking overshoot’’ in tone detection. These results are interpreted to
support the hypothesis of a significant efferent contribution to initial phone
discrimination in noise. #Work supported by AFOSR.$

3:00

2pPP7. Revisiting the Fano factor in peripheral neurons. Willy Wong
!Dept. of Elec. and Computer Eng., and Inst. of Biomaterials and Biomed.
Eng., Univ. of Toronto, ON M5S 3G4, Canada, willy@eecg.utoronto.ca"

Despite the wealth of studies on the dynamic characteristics of periph-
eral auditory neurons, very little has been reported on the higher statistical
moments of the neural spike train. The notable exception is the study by
Teich and Khanna !1985" where both the mean and the variance of the
neural count are reported. The simplest model one can ascribe to a neural
spike train is a homogeneous Poisson process. However, experimental data
do not bear out such predictions. Other models have been proposed but the
general consensus is that the underlying process is far from simple. We
offer an alternative account of the fluctuations that occur at the peripheral
level. Our explanation does not rely on assumptions regarding the process
underlying individual spikes. Instead, we make use of the information-
theoretical model of the neuron that we have been developing over the
past 10 years !Norwich and Wong, 1995; Wong, 1997". The two key
results predicted by the model are that !a" the mean-variance ratio has an
approximate value of 2 and !b" the distribution governing the neural count
is Gaussian to a good approximation.

3:15

2pPP8. Towards an analytical derivation of a computational auditory
masking model. Joerg M. Buchholz !Univ. of Western Sydney, MARCS
Auditory Labs., Locked Bag 1797, Penrith South DC NSW 1797,
Australia, j.buchholz@uws.edu.au"

Due to the fact that the signal processing underlying auditory masking
is highly nonlinear, existing auditory masking models are usually designed
on rather a trial-and-error basis than in a well-defined analytical way.
Employing a model structure, which is based on the concept of signal-
dependent compression !SDC", a method is presented which demonstrates
the analytical derivation of a computational auditory masking model.
Given the SDC-based model approach, analytical approximations of the
model’s masked threshold simulations can be derived, which can directly
be compared to masking functions known from the relevant literature. In
this way, the present model structure has been adjusted in order to describe
mainly two masking functions: !i" Webber’s law, which approximates the
masker level dependency of simultaneous noise-on-tone masking, and !ii"
a function proposed by Jestead et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 71, 950–962
!1982", which approximates the masker level and test-signal delay depen-
dency of forward masking. The practical applicability of the derived
model structure has been verified by comparing model simulations to vari-
ous known psychoacoustical data of simultaneous masking and forward
masking for broadband noise masking tones.

3:30

2pPP9. Modeling the detection and level discrimination of tones in the
presence of masking noise. Xuedong Zhang !Dept. of Biomed. Eng.
and Hearing Res. Ctr., Boston Univ., Boston, MA 02215, zxd@bu.edu" and
Laurel H. Carney !Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, NY"

The performance of three model detectors was evaluated for masked
detection and level discrimination of tones in noise with different band-
widths and in a roving level paradigm !Kidd et al., 1989". The model
detectors were based on !1" the output energy of several auditory filters
tuned to different frequencies, !2" the envelope statistics !peakiness" of the
auditory filter outputs, and !3" the cross-correlations between auditory-
nerve !AN" fibers in a population model. The energy-based model pre-
dicted detection thresholds, but failed to predict masked level discrimina-
tion; this detector was robust for roving-levels in the wideband condition
by combining information from different auditory filter outputs and the
prediction was affected by roving narrow-band masker levels. Thresholds
of the envelope-based detector were worse than human thresholds for
some conditions; however, this model was robust in roving-levels for both
wideband and narrow-band maskers. The monaural cross-correlation de-
tector included model cells that were sensitive to temporal cues in model
AN inputs in response to wideband noise and also included cells that were
sensitive to input level changes. This model naturally combined rate and
temporal information and predicted performance for both masked detec-
tion and discrimination. #Work supported by NIDCD R01-01641.$

3:45

2pPP10. Physiologic correlates to background noise acceptance.
Joanna Tampas, Ashley Harkrider, and Anna Nabelek !Dept. of Audiol.
and Speech Pathol., Univ. of Tennessee, 457 S. Stadium Hall, Knoxville,
TN 37996"

Acceptance of background noise can be evaluated by having listeners
indicate the highest background noise level !BNL" they are willing to
accept while following the words of a story presented at their most com-
fortable listening level !MCL". The difference between the selected MCL
and BNL is termed the acceptable noise level !ANL". One of the consis-
tent findings in previous studies of ANL is large intersubject variability in
acceptance of background noise. This variability is not related to age,
gender, hearing sensitivity, personality, type of background noise, or
speech perception in noise performance. The purpose of the current ex-
periment was to determine if individual differences in physiological activ-
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